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Forgotten Books, United States, 2016. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Excerpt from Idolatry: A Romance Not the
intrinsic merits of this story embolden me to inscribe it to you, my dear friend; but the fact that you,
more than any other man, are responsible for its writing. Your advice and encouragement first led
me to book-making; so it is only fair that you should partake of whatever obloquy (or honor) the
practice may bring upon me. The ensuing pages may incline you to suspect their author of a
repugnance to unvarnished truth; but, - without prejudice to Othello, - since varnish brings out in
wood veins of beauty invisible before the application, why not also in the sober facts of life? When
the transparent artifice has been penetrated, the familiar substance underneath will be greeted
none the less kindly; nay, the observer will perhaps regard the, disguise as an oblique compliment to
his powers of insight, and his attention may thus be better secured than had the subject worn its
every-day dress. Seriously, the most matter-of-feet life has moods when the light of romance seems
to gild...
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ReviewsReviews

This book is so gripping and fascinating. Of course, it is actually perform, still an interesting and amazing literature. You will not feel monotony at anytime
of your respective time (that's what catalogs are for about in the event you request me).
-- Pr of . O phelia  Wieg a nd I-- Pr of . O phelia  Wieg a nd I

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It can be rally exciting throgh reading time. I am pleased to let you know that this is the greatest publication
we have read through during my very own life and may be he best publication for possibly.
-- Mr . K a de Rippin-- Mr . K a de Rippin
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